He core fragments at forward angles and the recoiled protons at large angles were detected coincidently. From this exclusive measurement the valence nucleon knockout mechanism and the core knockout mechanism are separated, which can be applied to the exclusive spectroscopic study on the structure of exotic nuclei.
Introduction
Knockout reaction is a sensitive and efficient spectroscopic tool to study the exotic properties of unstable nuclei [1] . Light targets such as beryllium, carbon or hydrogen are used in the reaction so that the noncolliding part is less disturbed. As a matter of fact it has been assumed that in the reaction one or two nucleons are removed suddenly whereas the remaining part of the incoming nucleus keeps its original feature as a perfect spectator [1] . Then by detecting the decay γ rays together with the longitudinal momentum (P // ) for a bound spectator or detecting the decay products for a resonant spectator, it is possible to recognize the specific quantum states of the exotic projectile nuclei.
But the assumption of perfect spectator may sometimes become questionable, especially at intermediate energies of a few tens to hundreds of MeV per nucleon. The core fragment of the incoming nucleus may react with the target but still keep moving with forward angles in a reaction with reverse kinematics. Then the reconstructed states may not be exactly the original one which one expects to observe as a perfect spectator. In fact the latest experiment showed target dependent effect when the resonant states of 7 He was studied by knocking out one neutron from an 8 He nucleus [2] . Some attempts were made recently to distinguish the elastic (diffractive) breakup and the nucleon removal (stripping) process [3] , which relies on the coincident measurement of the valence proton and the core fragment, both coming from the projectile nucleus. But this method does not take into account the fragmenttarget interaction and is useful only for proton rich nuclei. We proposed an alternative approach by using coincident measurement of the recoiled target proton and the core fragment of the projectile. This method was previously applied at very high energy to the study of the cluster composition of exotic nucleus [4] , but the simultaneous detection of the decaying valence neutron was not performed and its applicability at intermediate energies has not been proved so far.
Experimental setup
An experiment for 8 He was recently performed at the RIken Projectile fragment Separator (RIPS) facility. Secondary beam of 8 He at 82.5 MeV/u with an intensity of about 2.5 × 10 5 pps and a purity of about 70% was produced from 115 MeV/u 13 C primary beam. Secondary targets of CH 2 and C with thickness of 83.0 mg/cm 2 and 133.9 mg/cm 2 , respectively, were used.
A schematic plane view of the 8 He experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 , and its detail was presented in Ref. [5] . In this experiment, the precise detection of emission angles of the recoiled target proton and the core fragment of the projectile is required. Two recoiled proton telescopes (D11 and D12), which were specially designed for the precise detection of the recoiled protons within a wide energy range (from 10 MeV to 200 MeV), were installed to cover scattering angles from 15 degrees to 84 degrees relative to the beam axis. Each telescope is composed of one double sided Silicon strip detector (DSSD) of 1 mm in thickness and 64×64 mm 2 in area, one large area silicon detector (LSD) of 1.5 mm in thickness and several CsI(Tl) scintillators. For D11 the CsI(Tl) crystals are configured as two layers of 20 mm and 130 mm in thickness, respectively, and for D12 only one layer of 40 mm in thickness. Another telescope D2 was installed at forward angles ranging from 6 degrees to 19 degrees to detect the knocked out core fragments such as 6 He and 4 He. It is composed of one DSSD, one LSD and a layer of four CsI(Tl) scintillators of 40 mm in thickness. The energy calibration of CsI scintillators was accomplished by using the elastic scattering data recently reported in Ref. [6] . On the other hand, the position information of the core fragments around zero degree was given by a multi-track drift chamber (MDC). The emission angles can be calculated event by event from the position relative to the incident direction. For an experiment incorporating very small angle measurement, it is very important to correctly define the zero degree axis (Z axis) for the whole detection system. Although we align the detection system mechanically using laser beam in preparing the experiment, it may still bring in an uncertainty of millimeters. Therefore during the off-line data analysis we correct this alignment by using the actual particle beam with empty target. For tracking the incident projectile, two beam drift chambers BDC1 and BDC2, were placed at 572.5 mm and 193.5 mm upstream from the physics target. Together with the downstream tracking information provided by MDC, the zero degree line is fixed by the beam itself, independent of the manual operation.
Analysis of the reaction mechanism
Previously one proton-tagged knockout reaction experiment was carried out at GSI at 671 MeV/u and the quasi-free scattering (QFS) mechanism was confirmed [4] . In the medium energy region, this mechanism still needs verification.
The correlation between polar angles θ p of the recoiled protons and θ core of the core fragments is shown in Fig. 2 for the reaction induced by 8 He on CH 2 target and C targets. In the figure there are two different parts. One is concentrated at very small θ6 He angle, corresponding to the neutron knockout process in which the core fragment is almost undisturbed. Another is distributed at relatively large θ6 He , corresponding to a direct collision between the core fragment and the target while the valence neutrons are almost undisturbed. These results indicate the possibility of separating the two major knockout mechanisms by exclusive measurement of the light exotic nuclei at intermediate energies. The two dimensional distribution for core knockout events follows well the free 6 He + proton scattering kinematics, as shown by the solid line in Fig. 2(a) . It is surprising that the protons-6 He correlation events also exist for C target as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b) . Since these protons can come only from the C target, these events must have experienced some complex reaction processes invoking substantial change of the target. Therefore it is mandatory to subtract the contribution of C target from that of CH 2 target in order to get results for pure hydrogen target. We note that in Fig. 2(a) for CH 2 target, the upper right part (large proton and 6 He angles) is well populated, whereas for C target that part is almost empty, even when the number of incident 8 He particles was normalized. This is an evidence that there exists an angular window in the θ6 He -θ p distribution (upper right part) where the scattering from pure hydrogen target can be realized by using a simple CH 2 target. This is very useful since it is much easier to handle the CH 2 film than to manipulate a liquid or solid hydrogen target. Fig.2 θp and θ6 He correlation for CH2 target (a) and C target (b). The polar angle is defined relative to the direction of the incident particle in the laboratory frame. The red line corresponds to the kinematics of 6 He + p elastic scattering. As described in the text, the valence neutron knockout and the 6 He fragment knockout reaction mechanisms are separated (color online) Similar distribution (Fig. 3 ) and results were also obtained for the correlation between protons and 4 He cores from the same experiment using 8 He beam. Further evidence of the core-target quasi-free scattering comes from the correlation between two azimuthal angles, ϕ6 He versus ϕ p , as shown in Fig. 4 . For the 6 He knockout events, the core fragment and the recoiled proton should go to the same reaction plane and the sum of ϕ p and ϕ6 He should be around 180 degrees. In contrast, for the valence neutron knockout events the core fragment will emit randomly according to its Fermi motion momentum inside the projectile, and its azimuthal angle has no correlation with that of the recoil proton. These effects are clearly observed as shown in Fig. 4 . The same is true for the correlation between protons and 4 He core, but not plotted here. The third evidence of the core-target quasi-free scattering comes from the energy and angle relation of the 6 He (or 4 He) fragments. Now we select only the events in the upper right part window (Fig. 2 or Fig. 3 ) as described above, which corresponds to scattering from the pure hydrogen target. Fig. 5(a) shows the 6 He energy spectrum for three coincident proton angular ranges. The energy peak shifts clearly with the change of the angular range. This change of energy is plotted against the 6 He angle as shown in Fig. 5(b) , in which the solid curve is the kinematics calculation for 6 He + p free scattering. The good agreement between the data and the calculation supports again the assumption of the quasi-free core fragment knockout mechanism. 
Conclusions
An experiment was carried out for knockout reaction induced by 8 He at 82.5 MeV/nucleon on CH 2 and C targets. The 6 He and 4 He core fragments at forward angles and the recoiled protons at larger angles were detected coincidently. From this exclusive measurement the valence nucleon knockout mechanism and the core fragment knockout mechanism are distinguished. An angular window was identified for the core scattering from the pure hydrogen target, without suffering from the background caused by the C contents in the CH 2 target. The core knockout events also satisfy well the reaction plane correlation and the energy-angle correlation for free scattering. Resulting from all these analysis, the quasi-free core knockout mechanism is well established at this intermediate energy. Based on this study, spectroscopic investigation of the exotic nuclear structure could be realized in a more exclusive way.
